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My name is Eduardo Monroy and I am a student at Akins High School in Austin,
Texas. I’ve always done well in school. I get mostly A’s and B’s. I usually enjoy
school because I get to talk to my friends and learn new things that could
potentially help me in the future. I am mainly interested in technology and cars. I
know a lot about technology like computers, phones, video games and more
technology related things. I also know a few things about cars. In the future I want
to be a video game developer or anything that involves technology because I
really like technology.
1.Background One Project

I used flash to create this hand drawn background for my first project in
animation class. I used the rectangle tool with a blue gradient to create the sky . I
then drew clouds and fill them up. I then drew mountains and filled them with a
color. I did the same for the hills and water.

2.Project Two Characters

I made the butterfly by looking up a picture of a butterfly first to get the details of
how it looks. I then started by drawing the body and the head. I added a gradient
for the eyes. I then drew the legs and the wings. After that I drew a pattern for
the wings and filled it with colors. I did the same for the explosion and I did the
lightning on my own.

3.First Flash Animation

https://youtu.be/_9XbUCLH72o
I used the timeline motion tweens ,frames and key frames to make a short
animation that we worked on as a class. The butterfly was a repeated animation
in the library. I also used a motion preset to create a smoke affect.

4.Magix Music Studio

https://youtu.be/PR-oyT_M74g
I used Magix to create music for the project.
5.Hand Drawn Ball Bounce Animation

https://youtu.be/J8qkddkhrmQ
I used pencil and paper to draw 30 circles in a sequence then I scanned it and put
it on the computer. It created the allusion of a bouncing ball when each picture
was sequenced together In order.

6.Animation Test 1

https://youtu.be/xhO-LTZZghc
I had to make this animation for a test using instructions. I included transparent
objects, animated symbols , 2 characters and items using the elements and
principles of design.

7.T-shirt Contest

I used flash to create this design for a T shirt contest.

8.Drum Animation

https://youtu.be/QwmFEfUtOiM
I drew this animation to practice flip motion with more than one timing and
spacing speeds.

9.Script One
Police Chase
By Eduardo Monroy
INT:FADE IN:A ROAD IN THE MIDDLE OF NO WHERE
A car passes by going over the speed limit.
ZOOM IN: A POLICE CAR IN THE ROAD
The police car spots the speeding car and chases after it.
ZOOM OUT: THE CAR IS SPEEDING AWAY FROM THE POLICE CAR IN THE
HIGHWAT
The car is going so fast it loses control. The car crashes on to a tree and the police
car stops behind the car. The car catches fire and blows up.

10.Naviance

I used Naviance to pick and document my classes.

11. Story Board

I used Photoshop and a story board template to create this story board for my
Children’s book animation using the script I wrote myself. I then drew a scene for
every part of the script.

12. Zombie Animation

https://youtu.be/iZxl9aoTWKo
I used multiple scenes, animations, and audio tracks to create this animation.
13. Egg Skirt Animation

https://youtu.be/PykmW59Rw3U
I hand drew this animation of an egg wearing a skirt going in circles. I then used
premiere to edit it and add sound effects.

14.Fleming Video

https://youtu.be/39Cw3uPgxeY
I used color keying and animations that we created to make this animation where
it looks like we are getting attacked by our own animations for ms.fleming’s class.

15.Bones

https://youtu.be/WQIdXmE715w
I used the bones tool to make this animation of a horse running through the
dessert
16. Children’s Book Animation

https://youtu.be/9-WM6XKXyXs
I wrote the script for the animation. Then I drew and made a story board and
selected audio. Then I animated it in Flash and edited it in Premiere.

17. Game Sketch for Game Developer

I used a hand drawn image I made for a video game designer and scanned it into
the computer. I used Photoshop and flash to clean up and make the image look
better.
18. Demo Reel

https://youtu.be/MjS4g3st-rA
I used Premiere to edit and create this demo reel of all the projects I have done
this year.

19. Hand Drawn Double Take

https://youtu.be/sPIqUShMtDk
I made this hand drawn animation of a double take to practice turning objects. I
then used premiere to edit it and add the sound.

20. Independent Animation Script

I used word and a professional script format to create this professional script for
my independent animation that I am making.

21. Independent Animation Storyboard

I used Photoshop and a story board template to create this story board for my
independent animation.
22. Indie Characters

I created these characters in flash for my independent animation.

23. Backgrounds

I created these backgrounds in flash for my independent animation.

24. Indie Animation

https://youtu.be/D7vDPCRg7eg
I created this animation in flash and its longer than one minute and it tells a story
and has a meaning.

25. SLO Test 2

https://youtu.be/yBiltRdi30M
I made this animation of two cars racing at night with adobe flash for a test in my
animation class.

26. Certiport Certification Test

I took the Adobe Flash certification test and passed the test
27. Web Portfolio

http://eduardomonroy00.wix.com/eduardomonroy
I used wix.com to create this online web portfolio

